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SPECIFICATIONS  AND  CONTKACT  FOB  BAM.         369"
all work actually completed will be paid for as per prices hid for the whole work.
The earth embankments will contain plastered concrete core walls. Water-tight material will be placed next these walls on the water side. The embankments will be protected from wash by linings of riprap or paving. A walk will be built on the top of the dam, and other slopes and surfaces covered with soil as directed. The embankments will be separated from the masonry overfall by heavy wing walls. A gate-house with wells and appurtenances as shown will be built next to the .north wing u all. The "masonry portion" of the dam will be about 300 feet in length and will be a solid mass of rubble masonry faced with range stones laid in courses.
Where the rock is of poor quality or for other reasons, it may seem to the engineer to be desirable, the core walls both in the center of the embankments and under the masonry section may be carried down deep into the rock.
3. The work to be done in a general way con- ^°0r^° bc sists in stripping the site of the dam; building up the embankments in layers, and in paving or otherwise protecting their surfaces; doing all blasting, rock and timber work; constructing all masonry; building in all iron work in connection with brick or other masonry; laying pipes through the clam ; doing all pumping or other temporary work in connection with the permanent work, and delivering over to said city of Boston the whole structure in a complete condition with the masonry all pointed and with the dam ready to be put into service in accordance with the plans and these specifications.
All work during its progress and on its comple- Lines,Gradet,
f                   i         to    i        i-                     i                •»   Levels,Plan*.
tion must conform truly to the lines, grades, and levels to be determined and given hereafter by the engineer, and due facilities and such assistance arid materials as he may require must be furnished by the contractor without extra charge, and the engineer*s marks must be carefully preserved. The work must also be built in accordance with the plans and directions which shall be given by him from time to time, subject to such modifications and additions as said engineer shall deem necessary during the prosecution of the work, and in no case will any work which may be performed, or any materials furnished in excess of the requirements of this contract or of the plans or

